
MUCH MORE THAN A LIGHTING SUPPLIER

Ultra-High-Lumen Dimmable LED High Bay 



This LED fixture has been 3rd party certified for product lifespan, heat management, 
and light performance by international testing agencies.

Qualifications for DLC have been met by this fixture and it has been certified as being 
eligible for commercial utility rebates across the nation. 

Each light is inspected by our engineering team to ensure top quality, allowing us to 
offer a warranty that lasts 5 years and feel confident that your lighting will last an 
average of 50,000 operating hours.

With an astounding efficiency of 180 lumens per watt, this high bay light can replace 
equivalent high-output HID lamps and reduce energy waste by ~70%.

The high bay’s driver is capable of 0-10V dimming and is compatible with optional 
motion sensors. For extended smart lighting options, ELEDLIGHTS partners with 
Lutron and others to provide optimized lighting control systems.

DIMMABLE

An IP65 enclosure rating means this light has been tested for protection against dust 
or bug infiltration and it can withstand low-pressure jets of water.

IP65



Light Fixture Overview

Energy-Waste Reducing Light

Enjoy the benefits of LED lighting with an efficient and durable 

150W or 200W dimmable high bay. At 180 lm/w, this HID 

replacement lamp will drastically reduce energy consumption. 

By choosing this LED option over existing HID lights up to 750W, 

you can save between 60% and 70% in monthly costs.

Quality Assurance 

You can trust that our well-designed lighting will last you an average of 50,000 operating hours with virtually no maintenance 

needed. This IP65-rated LED high bay is built with a high-quality LED driver and is protected from dust and moisture by silicone 

seals and waterproof connections. Its heavy-duty, die-cast aluminum housing doubles as a massive heat sink that rapidly dissipates 

heat to extend the life of the circuits. You’ll rest assured, knowing these lights are built to last and are backed by a 5-year warranty.

Attractive Fixture Design

Light up your showroom, restaurant, warehouse, or other 

commercial or industrial space with a bright light designed with 

class. Its low-profile design is attractive, and it has a unique lens 

that eliminates the need for the eye-sore of a reflector shade, 

while still being able to control the beam angle. Our compact 

replacement lamp for HID fixtures will give any medium-to-high 

ceiling application you have a nice, high-tech appearance.



Energy Savings Example

Eligibility for Rebates
By making the switch to LED lighting, many companies can pay back 

the initial investment through energy savings alone in under a year. By 

deciding to take advantage of the DLC utility rebates this light qualifies for,

that time could be reduced to as little 6 months.

Payback Report
Energy savings shown are based on swapping a 750W metal halide light for our 200W LED high bay. Rebate shown is based on availability 

as of March 4th, 2021 from PECO energy company.







Light Performance

Color Temperature
Our 150W and 200W high bays emit a cool, white 

(5000K) light. This color temperature eliminates 

any unnatural yellow or orange tones and helps 

promote concentration and focus in the workplace. 

Color Rendering Index
These lamps offer a CRI of >80, meaning they 

meet the standard of LED lighting and will 

display colors more true-to-life than fluorescent 

lighting alternatives.

Light Dimmability
Built-in 0-10V dim to black capability ensures just the right amount of light when and where it is needed.



Much More Than a Lighting Supplier

ELEDLIGHTS assists businesses of all types and sizes through all phases of lighting projects. From initial design, to installing lights 

or poles, to all the way through rebate application processing with utility providers, you will have our help. We can step in at any 

point in your lighting project to provide the assistance you need.

Lighting Design
The ELEDLIGHTS on-staff team of lighting professionals provides a variety of lighting design services for indoor or outdoor 

lighting projects. From the most basic recommendations on the quantity and wattage of lights needed for a particular 

application, to complete photometric layouts for architectural planning and construction approvals, ELEDLIGHTS will work closely 

with you and your entire team to deliver not only the best solution, but also the best value.

Tom, our NCQLP-Certified Lighting Layout Expert, is on call and ready to assist 

with any of your lighting questions.
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